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Chapter 14 

Verse 01:  

 

In this Chapter, Lord Krishna propounds how the gunas or three modes of sattva guna or 

mode of goodness, raja guna or mode of passion and tama guna or mode of ignorance all 

individually and conjointly cause the jiva or embodied being to be bound to samsara the 

perpetual cycle of birth and death and gives the remedy by which one may be redeemed and 

delivered therefrom. The word pravaksyami means I will declare. What will Lord Krishna 

declare? He will declare jnananam jnanam uttamam meaning the topmost knowledge and 

wisdom. What knowledge and wisdom is this? Knowledge of the three gunas whose 

qualities directly influence the combination of prakriti and purusha effected as the jiva or 

embodied being. What wisdom is this? Wisdom that surpasses all that has previously been 

told about this combination. The munis are the great sages and seers or munayah who 

possessing this wisdom in deep meditation achieve self-realization and release from 

samsara, ascending to the supreme state. The excellence of this wisdom is extolled next. 

 

Verse 02:  

 

Elaborating further, Lord Krishna explains that those who devoutly embrace this wisdom 

gain spiritual intelligence and their atma or immortal soul exalts in communion with Him, 

revealing its quality of eternality like Him. No longer are they forced to except incarceration 
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in a mother’s womb even at the time of universal creation when Brahma and others are 

born. Neither will such a one ever experience the pangs of death even at the time of 

universal dissolution when all is recycled because they have ascended to the spiritual 

worlds. This knowledge and wisdom which the great sages possess is what Lord Krishna is 

elaborating about in this chapter. The words mama sadharmyam means endowed with a 

similar divine eternality like the Supreme Lord. The word sarge meaning creation denotes 

the time of beginning and the word pralaye denotes the time of dissolution. Those who 

have acquired this knowledge and realized its wisdom having transcended are exempt from 

both and subject to neither birth nor death. The explanation of how all existing beings result 

in their forms by the combination of matter and spirit and how the qualities of prakriti or 

the material substratum pervading physical existence come to manifest was already 

eloquently delineated in chapter 13 verse 22. 

 

Verse 03:  

 

After praising such wisdom and proclaiming the results of what He is about to teach to get 

the listener attentive, Lord Krishna declares the fundamental purport of the teachings that 

the emergence of all living entities from the combination of prakriti or the material 

substratum pervading physical existence and the purusha or the supreme being as eternal 

consciousness is that it derives itself from the Supreme Lord and is subservient and 

dependent upon Him. The brahman or spiritual substratum pervading all existence is not 

limited by time and space and is the abode and cause of the expanding evolution of praktiti 

which is the womb Lord Krishna impregnates casting His seeds in the form of limitless 

atmas or immortal souls which accept unlimited forms as countless jivas or embodied 

beings. This He does by infusing the reflection of His supreme intelligence which causes the 

expansion and evolution of all creation. At the commencement of universal creation at the 

time of conception, the Supreme Lord unites again with the corresponding body of each and 

every jiva. During universal dissolution all jivas were previously absorbed into Him. Now 

once again spawning them out He abides within each and every jivas heart as Paramatma 

the all-pervading Supreme Soul and is distinguished as the kshetrajna or the knower of the 

sphere of activity distinctly different from the kshetra or sphere of activity. The jivas are 

endowed by the impressions of the three gunas which are the modes of sattva or goodness, 

rajas or passion and tamas or nescience comprised in a kalpa or one day of Brahma, the 

accumulative actions of their previous 43,200,000 lifetimes for a human. These calibrated 

results are kept intact and correspondingly transferred into their new existence to reap the 

exact reactions to their actions thereof. From this dissertation, the origins of all jivas from 

the secondary creator Brahma, the most evolved jiva down to the least evolved jiva such as 

a one celled amoeba can be succinctly comprehended and practically understood. 

 

 


